What Loss/ Damage Waiver Covers:
When you purchase the Loss/Damage Waiver you will only be responsible for a percentage of the
damage or a percentage of the equipment selling price in result of theft
Loss/ Damage Waiver Covers :
Damage to IES
Accidental damage , as long as there is no signs of intentional abuse and
Equipment
neglect from the customer
Theft / Loss
Theft of equipment
Loss/Damage Waiver Does not Cover:
Damage to Tires/
Any tire damage , resulting in puncture , blowout or another causes that
Tracks
result in flat tires
Damage to equipment
Any intentional abuse to the equipment from the customer
resulting in abuse

IES Loss and /or Damage wavier policy
Loss/Damage
Amount

IES Covers

Customer Responsibility

First 25% of Value

100%

0%

Rest of Value

50%

50%

*Value based on IES Equipment selling price, protection is offered for the first $20,000.00. Customer is
fully responsible for all the value exceeding the $20,000.00

Examples
1.$500 covered damage to a $10,000 piece of equipment = full IES Coverage
2. $4,000 covered damage to 10,000 piece of equipment full ies coverage of the first $2,500, spilt the
next $1,500 = customer is responsible for $750
3. Covered loss of$10,000 piece of equipment, full IES coverage of the first $2,500, 50% of the next
$7,500 = customer is responsible for $3,750
4. Covered loss of $25,000 equipment , full IES coverage of first $5,000 split the next $15,000
customer covers next $5,000 = customer responsible for $12,500

Certificate of Insurance
If you choose to opt out of the loss/ damage wavier program we will need a valid certificate of insurance
from your insurance company with the following requirements

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The name of and address of the customer who is renting the equipment
Indy equipment & Supply LLC 6220 E SCHAAF RD INDEPENDNCE OHIO As certificate holder
Indy must be listed as certificate holder
Proof of general liability insurance of 1,000,000 minimum
Proof of physical damage equipment coverage
Policy number for contracts equipment coverage and effective dates of coverage
Rented equipment coverage must be equal to or greater than the value of the equipment
rented

Please Fax all forms to our office at 216-328-9066

